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We generalize the valley method for the calculation of instanton-induced cross sections, and
reformulate it directly in the Minkowski space using the Keldysh diagram technique. The
summation over all finite states is made implicit without our approach, and the fields of outgoing
W-bosons are effectively taken into account by a classical field with specific analytic properties,
which we call the “alien” field.
1. Introduction
High-energy behaviour of instanton-induced cross sections in gauge theories is
attracting a growing interest fuelled by an intriguing possibility of the observation
of baryon number violation (BNV) at SSC energies. Since the pioneering work of ‘t
Hooft [I] it is known that the BNV is induced by the tunneling process between
two adjacent gauge vacua separated by a potential barrier with the height E0 =
8ii-
2rn~/g~(‘-~14 TeV) called the “sphaleron energy”. Hence the probability of
BNV is strongly damped by the huge Gamov factor exp(— 16~2/g~) iO~’°
(which is often called in this case “the ‘t Hooft suppression factor”). Owing to such
a strong suppression the instanton induced BNV has been considered being of
pure academical interest for nearly 15 years.
The present interest to this problem has been triggered by the observation [2]
that the ‘t Hooft suppression factor can be compensated in high-energy collisions
by a large probability of emission of accompanying gauge W-bosons. The key point
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is that the amplitude of the emission of each additional W in the presence of a
strong nonperturbative instanton field is enhanced by the large factor 1/g. Hence
the BNV cross section of the production of N secondary W’s is rather written as
o”N~,‘~ ~ times the phase volume. The ‘t Hooft factor can in
principle be compensated if the energy is large enough to allow for the production
of the large number of W’s, namely N 16ir2/g2 Eo/mw.
First calculations of the BNV cross section [2—4]have indeed yielded an
exponential growth with the energy associated with the production of a very large
number of accompanying W-bosons. The total BNV cross section is written to the
exponential accuracy in terms of the function F(e) depending on the dimension-
less parameter  = E/E
0:
16ir
2
ffBNV=COflstxexp g2 F(E) . (1.1)
The first few terms of the expansion of F(e) in powers of e are known:
F(e) = 1_~(4)4/3+~2+O(~3). (1.2)
We see that at  ‘~ I the ‘t Hooft suppression factor can indeed be eaten up.
It was understood [5] that the rapid growth of the cross sections of multiparticle
production is related to large-order behaviour of the perturbative theory and can
be reproduced by a direct evaluation of the tree-level perturbative graphs [6]. The
main open question is whether the cross section will grow further to energies of
the order of the sphaleron energy, or will be stopped by some mechanism. For
perturbative calculations one could doubt the relevance of the tree-level approxi-
mation. In the case of instantons, there is a variety of corrections, e.g. coming from
multi-instantons, which may blow up at energies where naive estimates would
violate the unitarity bound [17,18]. In addition, it is not clear whether all the
energy of the colliding particles can be transferred to a single degree of freedom
corresponding to the transition along the topological coordinate through the
barrier. The corresponding overlap integrals for wave functions may be small [7].
The “soft—soft” corrections to Ringwald’s approximation which stem from the
interaction of the produced particles in the final state (see fig. la) are relatively
well understood at the moment. An existing technique [191is in principle efficient
for their evaluation to arbitrary order, but more remarkable is the valley method
[10] which allows one to calculate the whole sequence of soft—soft corrections
semiclassically, evaluating the classical action on the distorted in a specific way
instanton—anti-instanton “valley” configuration. The starting point here has been
the remark by Zakharov [8] who noticed that as far as the final-state interaction is
concerned, an optical theorem enables one to relate the calculation of the BNV
cross section to the calculation of the imaginary part of the forward scattering
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Fig. 1. (a) Soft—soft and (c) hard—hard corrections to Ringwald’s approximation.
amplitude in the instanton—anti-instanton background. As in the well-known case
of deep inelastic scattering one can start then from the euclidean space, and the
problem can be reformulated in terms of the instanton—anti-instanton (H) interac-
tion (J~which has been discussed for a long time in connection with modelling the
QCD vacuum (see, e.g., ref. [91).It is known that the relevant (II) configuration
can be defined as a valley trajectory in the functional space [10]. A direct method
exists to calculate the amplitudes in the valley background (at least in principle),
and a simple conformal ansatz has been proposed [11] which well approximates the
numerical solution [12]. The first corrections to the leading behaviour given in (1.2)
have been calculated first using this technique [131and the result has been
confirmed using the various methods in refs. [14—16].
As is well known, however, in a general situation the physical cross sections
cannot be obtained by analytical continuation of a suitable amplitude from
euclidean space, which issue is related simply to the fact that the amplitude
contains various imaginary parts related to different physical processes. in our
case, going over from the euclidean to the Minkowski region and trying to find the
instanton-induced cross section as an imaginary part of the 11 amplitude, we
should pick up the contribution of the ~2 I I N>KN I 2> discontinuity and not of
Fig. 2. The discontinuities of the instanton—anti-instanton contribution to the forward scattering
amplitude, corresponding to subprocesses (a) with, and (b) without baryon number violation,
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the (21 N(( I 1112) discontinuity, see fig. 2, whereas the total imaginary part
obtained from euclidean calculations contains both of them. This problem shows
up when including “hard—hard” corrections (fig. ic) which are induced by initial-
state interactions of ingoing high-energy quanta. The form of (1.1) suggests that a
kind of semiclassical procedure may be developed for their treatment. The aim of
this paper is to find out a language in which such a quasiclassical treatment would
become possible. In particular, we reformulate the valley approach of ref. [10] in
Minkowski space, so that it becomes applicable for the semiclassical expansion
around certain classical fields in the particular discontinuities of the Feynman
amplitudes.
We find it suitable to use the same operator technique as in calculations in
perturbation theory of higher-twist effects in inclusive particle production in e + e —
annihilation [201. it turns to be convenient to incorporate ideas from nonequilib-
rium statistical physics and the Keldysh diagram technique [21—231 in particular. In
this approach it is possible to trace which fields stand in the amplitude to the right
of the cut (labeled as (+) fields) and which ones appear to be to the left (so-called
(—) fields). This doubling of species of fields in the functional integral allows one
to calculate a particular discontinuity in the amplitude in the operator language.
The matrix elements of field operators are given by (perturbative) diagrams with
internal lines of different type: the (+ + ) Green functions are the ordinary
Feynman propagators with singularities of the type —p2 — i, the (— —) propaga-
tors possess complex conjugated singularities —p2 + i, while the (— +) propaga-
tors equal 2irl~(p2)O(p
0).(The corresponding singularities in the coordinate space
are —x
2 + ~, —X2 — ie, and —x2 + ix
0, respectively). In this paper we generalize
this technique to the presence of classical external fields, restricting ourselves to a
particular Ii contribution as an example.
We argue that classical fields should have the same structure of singularities in
Minkowski space as quantum fields: the singularities of the instanton field to the
right of the cut have the form p
2 —x2 + i; the anti-instanton to the left of the cut
yields p2 —x2 — if. The summation over all intermediate states in the calculation
of the cross section can be done implicitly and actually induces a common
boundary condition in both the (+) and (—) functional integrals (standing for the
direct and the final amplitudes, respectively). Owing to this boundary condition the
anti-instanton field of the type p2 —x2 — ~X() participates in the “alien” righthand
side functional integral over the (+) fields. The counterpart “alien” instanton
configuration in the (—) functional integral has the conjugate singularities of the
type p2 —x2 + IX
0. The structure of singularities is a direct consequence of the
standard vacuum boundary conditions (no ingoing waves) at time f —~ — ~ in both
the (+) and (—) functional integrals, while at t -~ + ~ the outgoing waves exist
and correspond to real particles produced in the intermediate state (at the cut).
The summation over intermediate states implies that the boundary conditions for
the (+) and (—) functional integrals at t —~ + ~ should coincide. Thus, we arrive
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at a pair of the “native” and the “alien” instantons (the II pair, to be precise) for
which we take the valley configuration with the measure obtained by analytical
continuation from euclidean space. We expand around the two-component valley
field in the double ((+) and (—)) functional integral with the following analytical
structure:
A~=(p~—x2+ie) ‘+(p~—(x—R)2—ie(x—R)o)
A~= (p~—x2 + ix
0) + (p~— (x — R)
2 — i) . (1.3)
Here R is the ii separation. Of course, eq. (1.3) is a schematical one — we have
displayed the structure of singularities only and omitted all the color and spin
factors. It is easy to see that both the fields have indeed no ingoing waves at
t —~ — ~, and coincide at large positive times.
Thus, we calculate the forward scattering amplitude at the background of the
conformal valley configuration of the above type. As long as we do not take into
account the initial-state interactions, there is only one discontinuity (one real W
cannot decay into several ones), and this way we reproduce the result (1.2) of the
euclidean calculation at the background of the valley field,
v 2 1 2~
AE~CI—(p,+x) +(pi+(x~R) ) . (1.4)
(Again, only the structure of poles is shown.) We discuss in detail the matching of
the valley method with the direct calculation of the cross section of the emission of
large numbers of W’s at the one-instanton background [19].
2. The double functional integral
We are going to rewrite the BNV cross section in the form of a functional
integral with the doubling of species of the fields instead of the usual treatment as
a product of two functional integrals [19]. The effect of this procedure will be that
the summation over all intermediate states (the partial cross sections 2 — N) is
made implicit and is replaced by imposing specific boundary conditions on the
fields. We first remind the derivation of the usual diagram technique [22]starting
from this functional integral. Then a quasiclassical expansion around certain
classical field configurations in this functional integral is formulated and we show
that any classical field, put “by hands” in a particular, say (—) sector of the
functional integral, induces its “mirror reflection” in the opposite (+) sector, and
the structure of singularities of both of them is fixed by the boundary conditions.
In what follows we shall refer to such an induced classical field as to the “alien”
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field. Finally, we discuss the relation of our technique to the quasiclassical
expansion in ref. [19].
The cross section under consideration is
~(2IJexp(iH1T)IN>(NITexp(—iH1T)I2>, (2.1)
N
where T = — ~ t~—s + cc, t. -s — cc, 12> is the initial two-boson state, H1 is the
interaction hamiltonian, and the sum goes over all the intermediate states with a
nonvanishing baryon number. Note that the time ordering in the conjugate
amplitude is reversed. Applying the LSZ reduction formula, one obtains in the
usual way
A(p, k; A, a’)
= e~(p)e~(k)p2k2{(ü I T(A~(p)A~(k)e1HIT} I N)
x (NI T{(A~(-p)A0( -k) e~hi7} 0)}p2k2e~( -p)e~( -k), (2.2)
where e
5(p) are the polarization vectors of the W-bosons, and A(p) are the
Fourier transforms of the fields,
A~(p)= fdx e”~4(x), (2.3)
etc. Note that we have not displayed the gauge indices of the W-bosons.
The relevant direct and final amplitudes are represented by the corresponding
functional integrals and we can write
I ~{A~(p)A~(k) e~T) IN) ~N I T{A~(-p)A
0( -k) e~hh1T) 0)
=fDADA+ e’A~(p)A~(k)A~(—p)A~(—k), (2.4)
where we have introduced the labels (—) and (+) to distinguish the fields from
direct and final functional integrals, respectively. Integrations over the Higgs fields
and the fermions are suppressed for brevity. We are going to treat the expression
in (2.4) as one functional integral but with a doubled number of fields and must
specify to this end the corresponding boundary conditions. As usual, the vacuum
initial state implies that no ingoing particle waves exist at t1 —s —cc~Hence the (+)
fields should have only negative frequencies at t —s — cc, while the (—) fields
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contain in this limit only fields with positive frequencies (the difference being due
to an opposite sign in front of the (—) action in eqs. (2.2) and (2.4)). The only
nontrivial point are the boundary conditions at large positive times. The summa-
tion over all intermediate states implies that the (+) and (—) fields should
coincide at t = —s cc~More accurately, the unity operator which we have written
down as the sum over all the Fock states I N)(N I can equivalently be rewritten as
the sum over all intermediate states in the so-called “coordinate representation”
I A(x)>(A(x)I where I A(x)> are the eigenvectors of the field operator A(x) with
the eigenvalues equal to the classical field A(x) in close analogy with ordinary
quantum mechanics. it is obvious that in the integrand of (2.4) one should take
A(x, t)=A~(x, t~)=A(x). In other words, the boundary conditions at f= +cc
are such that the (+) and (—) fields coincide.
Let us remind the derivation of the Keldysh diagram technique [22], starting
from the functional integral in eq. (2.4). Let us consider for simplicity the
propagator of the Higgs boson * and introduce to this end two scalar sources J
and J~:
Z(L, J~)=fD~D~÷exp{_iS+iS±
+ifdx[ -~(x)J(x) + ~±(x)J±(x)]}~ (2.5)
where
s=fdx ~(x)(-O +i)~(x),
S+=fdx ~±(x)(- D -ie)~~(x). (2.6)
Thus we obtain the generating functional for the Green functions. This functional
integral is gaussian and hence it is calculated by shifting the integration variables.
One should remember, however, that (+) and (—) variables are not completely
independent since they should coincide at = t~.Therefore, the shift of the (+)
variables induces the shift in (—) variables and vice versa. The shift has the form
~(x) (x) +~(x),
~~(x) ~~(x) +~~(x), (2.7)
* Here and below we put the mass of the Higgs field to zero which is sufficient for our purposes.
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with
~(x) =fdz 2 2 J_(z)
4ir (—(x_z) —i)
+fdz 2 ‘ J~(z), (2.8)4i~r(—(x—z) IE(XZ)o)
2 2 . J~(z)4ir (—(x—z) +~)
+ fdz J (z). (2.9)J 2 2 . —4i~- (—(x_z) —ie(x—z)~)
The shifts ~ satisfy the equations E 4~=J~and the first terms in the r.h.s. of
eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) are simply the integrals of the corresponding Green functions
(i~±i)~ with the “same sign” sources and with a correct behaviour at t —* —cc~
In turn, the additional second terms are the solutions of the corresponding
homogeneous equations, added in order to ensure the proper (coinciding) bound-
ary conditions at plus infinity. After this shift, the functional integration is easily
performed, and by differentiating with respect to the sources we obtain the
following set of free propagators of the scalar field:
= —i(x (—p2 — i~1 I z> = 2 2
4~ (—(x—z) +IE)
~(x)~( z) = i(x I (-p2 + ie)1 I z) = 2 2
4ir (—(x—z) —i)
~(x)~~(z) =Kx l2~(p2)O(p~)I z)= 2
4ir (—(x—z) —i(x—z)~)
~+(x)~~(z) =(xI2~(p2)O(-p
0)lz)= 2
4ir (—(x—z) +ir(x—z)0)
(2.10)
where we have used the Schwinger notations for the Green functions,
dp(x I F( p) I Z> = f ~eF( p). (2.11)
(2ii-)
Obviously, the propagators of the gauge bosons and the fermions have the same
structure of singularities.
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We are going to describe a procedure for calculating the instanton-induced
BNL cross section by some quasiclassical evaluation of the functional integral in
(2.4). As usual, saying “instanton-induced”, we have in mind that the shift of
integration variables is made
A~ -sAy +B~,
AA~+B, (2.12)
where A~ and A~ are the instanton field in direct, and the anti-instanton field
in the final amplitude, respectively, rotated to Minkowski space *
il)1
2 (TXX
(213)
g (—x2 + i)(p~ —x2 +
~ ip~ ~x—R)—(x—R)~.
A - = —U 2 . I . ii, (2.14)
g (-(x - R) -i)(p~ - (x - R~-i)
where u is the unitary matrix of the II relative orientation. The remaining
“quantum” fields B~,describe the creation of particles in the presence of the
classical instanton fields A~ ~
To have a quasiclassical expansion we would like to deal with quantum fields B
of the order of unity at the background of large classical fields ‘~ 1/g. However, as
discussed in detail in ref. [19], the situation is not that simple. In our language the
problem is to satisfy the boundary condition A~ + B~=A~ + B~) at I = t~.We
easily see that the quantum fields B~ defined in eq. (2.12) appear to he of the
order of 1/g at least at t —, t
1. In the technique of ref. [19] the constraint A ‘~(x,
= t~)=A ‘~(x,I = t~)is removed at the price of an additional integration over
creation and annihilation operators of the coherent states, see below. Thus the
so-called “~-term”comes into the game which is given by the product of the
classical and quantum fields at t = t1, times l/g.
Another possibility, which we suggest in this paper, is to require that the
boundary conditions at t = are satisfied for both the classical and the quantum
* We use the notations (T
5 (I. ~). ,y* (1. — if). and x xurr~,I = ~ The standard relations
to ‘t Hooft symbols are u~&, g
0, — 57/,~,T”, ~ ~ —
** This statement may appear to be confusing since in the LSZ formalism the amplitudes for particle
production (to leading order) are obtained by amputation of the classical instanton fields An [21.
However, this prescription is actually a technical trick and enters because we use the LSZ
formalism to relate 2 N amplitudes to vacuum—vacuum transitions (Green functions) in the
presence of external classical sources. If we start instead directly from the functional integral
representation of the 2 —* N sector of the S-matrix, then, obviously. outgoing waves corresponding
to emission of secondary particles are described by quantum excitations Bn above the classical
background fields An.
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fields separately. To assure this property, we make an additional shift of integra-
tion variables, and extract “classical” pieces from the quantum fields B, and B,~.
Thus, instead of eq. (2.12) we write
A~ A~ -A~+B~,
A~ —*A~ +A~ +B~, (2.15)
and require that A’(x, t = tf) +A(x, t = If) =A’~(x, t = t~)+A~(x, t tf),
and B,~(x,t = If) = B~(x,t = If). From the above discussion of the bare propaga-
tors it is clear that the simplest choice of the “alien” fields A and A + in order to
satisfy these constraints is to take them in the form of the anti-instanton and the
instanton field configurations in eq. (2.13) and (2.14), respectively, but change the
prescription to go around the singularities to
A+_AI+_Ai’I’ ‘1 D
‘~s~ “~‘t~ ~“s~ ~ — lEt,X() — ~()
A =A~=A~(i—siex~). (2.16)
However, as the word “quantum” was not accurate in describing the field B~ in
eq. (2.12) owing to large contributions at 1= t~,now the word “classical” becomes
ambiguous with regard to the field A’ + A’, since the latter no longer satisfies the
equations of motion. We have eliminated the 91-term at the boundary t = t~,but
only at the cost of having instead linear terms in the action inside both the (+) and
(—) sectors. Fortunately, this second type of linear terms is known for a long time
in connection with the problem of 11 interactions, and can be treated by the valley
method of ref. [10]. The idea is that choosing the alien field configuration in the
form of a slightly modified instanton field we can minimize this linear term in
some sense.
Let us trace in detail the connection of our approach to the technique of ref.
[19] on the simplest example of Ringwald’s correction to the BNV cross section. To
this accuracy the simplest ansatz in eq. (2.16) is sufficient. Using the formalism of
coherent states we can write the cross section of interest as [19]
~ (a*IeTIb>(b*Ie~~hhlIa>
b
= fDAr(x)DA1(x)DA(x)Db*(k)Db(k)DA~(x)DA~(x)DA+(x)
x(a~~Ar)e~~(AHb) (b*~A~) ~
x(A~ a) ex~[_ fdk b*(k)b(k)I, (2.17)
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where
(A(x) I a5> = const X ex~[_ ~fdk a5(k)a5( —k)
- ~fdk wke~(k)A~(k)e~(-k)A~(-k)
+ f dky”2wka5(k)e~(k)A~(
(a*A I A(x)) = const X exp{_ ~fdk a*A(k)a*A( —k)
_~fdk wke~(k)A~(k)e~(-k)A,,(-k)
+ fdk~/~a*5(k)e~(k)A~(_k)J (2.18)
are the wave functions of the coherent states in the coordinate representation.
(Here A(k) = fd3x e’~A(x)).The cross section in eq. (2.4) is obtained by differen-
tiating (2.18) four times with respect to a(p), a(k), a~(—p),and a*(_k) [see ref.
[19] for details].
It is worth noting that if we integrate explicitly over the intermediate coherent
states, then the boundary condition for the functional integral in (2.4) at I = (~is
readily reproduced, since
fDb*(k, A)Db(k, A) exp[_fdkb*(k)b(k)}(A~ Ib, A)(b*, AIA~)
= fl6(A~(x) -A~(x)). (2.19)
However, instead of summation over intermediate states, we shall now follow ref.
[19] and first take the functional integrals over the (+) and (—) fields in the
semiclassical approximation, expanding them around instanton fields in eqs. (2.13)
and (2.14). Making the appropriate shift of integration variables (2.12) we obtain
to lowest order in g2 [19],
e~fdR d~,d~ejfDb*(k)Db(k) eXP{iERO — fdk b*(k)b(k)
+ f (2~’©(~ [e1~kR~R b*(k, A)e~(k)91n(k)
+b(k, A)e~(k)91~(k)]}~ (2.20)
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where d~.r1,d~r1 denote integrations over the collective coordinates and the
“residue”
91n(k) is determined by the asymptotics of the (anti)instanton field at
large t:
1 dk
A~(x,t) = —f ~ ~ X~fl(J~)
g (2w) 2(Ok
- I dk
A~(x,t) = —f , eb0~11k)9t~(k),
g (2~)2Wk
91n(k) = 27r2p~(a.nk— k~j,
91k)=2T2f4U(&,~k—k~)ii, k
11=(wk, k). (2.21)
Performing the gaussian integration over b, b* in eq. (2.20) we end up with the
familiar dipole—dipole H interaction induced by the emission of W-bosons,
exP{iER0_ ~) + ~f (2~)32w~e!~rRRe~(k)(k)e~(k)91~(k)}
1 222S~~ 32~--PIP2 2
=exp iER
1~—-—-~-+ —~—(4(uR) —R
2) . (2.22)
g g R
Let us demonstrate now that the same expression follows from the above formal-
ism (to the lowest order in p2/R2). Within our framework the II interaction is
defined as the defect of the classical action,
exp{ — iS - + j5 + } = exp { ~ fd x ~ — ~ fd x G.G~~)
I 2S~ 1
=exp~——-
3--+—-~-U1,,1~, (2.23)
g- g
where to leading semiclassical accuracy we should insert the classical fields in the
form of a sum of a “native” A~and an “alien” A~ instantons. At first glance the
action in eq. (2.23) in the limit of large ii separation equals 4S0/g
2 as the sum of
the contributions of the “native” and “alien” fields in each (+) and (—) sector.
However, while the action at the “native” instanton equals S
51/g
2, the action at
the “alien” instanton is zero, since all singularities in x
0 lie at one side of the
contour of integration. Hence we end up with an instanton action taken twice, plus
the interaction “native”-.-”alien”, as anticipated. If we now restrict ourselves to
first order in the parameter p
2/R2 (which is related to the energy as p2/R2
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then the “alien” field is small, of the order of p2/R2, compared to
the “native” one. (Of course, both are 1/g). Hence we can pick up the terms of
the first order only in the “alien” field and write, e.g.
ifdx G~G~: =ifdx(D~A~ _DA~)G~:, (2.24)
where the covariant derivative and the strength tensor contain the “native” field
only. Integrating by parts and taking into account that the instanton field satisfies
the equations of motion, we end up with the surface terms only, which read
ifdx ~ =ifdxA~(x, t
1)G~1(x, t~). (2.25)
The Fourier transform of the “alien” field is written similarly to eq. (2.22), but
contains negative frequencies at t —s cc corresponding to outgoing waves of W-bo-
sons:
—- 1 dk
A~(x, I) = — f e+1~kh11k’~>91~( k). (2.26)
g (2~)
2(bk
Hence, the exponent c” from the “alien” field (2.26) cancels the rapidly
oscillating factor e/~0tcin the surface integral in eq. (2.25) coming from the
“native” field in eq. (2.21). All the dependence on t~disappears, and after a little
algebra we recover the expression (2.22). More accurately, we obtain in this way
only one half of the interaction; the other half originates from the term in (2.23)
with the (+) fields.
Technically, the same answer arises because performing the gaussian integration
in eq. (2.20) we actually make the same shift of integration variables,
1 1b~’Ikl —sb~(k’t+ — __________
n’~ / s.~\ / 3/2””’s~\g (2~-) \‘2Wk
1 1
b~(k)-~sb(k)+ — 3/2 eb01k’~~31~(k). (2.27)
g (2w) V2~°k
Precisely this shift ensures the proper boundary conditions at I = (~since the shifts
in (2.27) coincide with the Fourier components of the “alien” fields A. It can be
said that the second shift (2.15) is done to eliminate the linear terms in (2.27). In a
general situation (not to lowest order in p2/R2), this shift eliminates all the
“surface” linear terms b5(k)91(k), but at the cost of producing instead “volume”
linear terms ~ which are not vanishing because the sum of “native” and
“alien” instantons does not satisfy the equations of motion. The linear terms of
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this type are, however, familiar from the analysis of II interaction and are treated
in a systematic way by the valley method.
3. The valley field configurations
Our objective is to calculate the functional integral (2.4) in the vicinity of the II
configuration which is not trivial due to the following reasons. First, the II
configuration is not a solution of classical field equations and hence the unpleasant
linear term (in the quantum deviations) survives in the action. Second, at large II
separations there are quasizero modes in the functional space (at infinite separa-
tions they are converted into the double set of instanton zero modes) and the
corresponding integrations in the functional space are non-gaussian. Third, one
should properly define the II field, since the instantons are distorted by the
interaction. These difficulties are cured by the valley method which we recall in
this section in its standard form in euclidean space. A detailed discussion is given
in refs. [10,11,24].
To illustrate the idea, let us consider the simplest case of quantum mechanics
with the double-well potential,
Z =N~f~ ex~[_ ~fdt(~2 + ~2(1 - ~)2)} (3.1)
and calculate the contribution to the vacuum energy coming from the 11 pair. At
infinitely large separations the II configuration is well defined. It obeys the
classical field equations and possesses two zero modes corresponding to an
independent translation of each instanton. The zero modes can be rediagonalized
in such a way that one of them describes a trivial total translation of the if
configuration as a whole, whereas the other zero mode corresponds to the
separation of instantons. When the separation is not infinite but large as compared
to the instanton size (which is 1 in our toy example), then the mode related to the
II separation becomes a quasizero mode: the action varies much more slowly along
this direction in functional space as compared to the orthogonal directions corre-
sponding to normal modes. Pictorially, this landscape in the functional space looks
like a valley corresponding to the quasizero mode surrounded by a steep canyon of
usual (gaussian) modes; see fig. 3.
We want to evaluate the contribution to the functional integral (3.1) coming
from the vicinity of this valley and shall do this in two steps: first we perform all
the gaussian integrations in the directions orthogonal to the valley and then
perform an exact (nongaussian) integration along the valley. The valley can
rigorously be defined as a trajectory ~ a) in the functional space described by
some parameter a and corresponding to the minimum of the action in an
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~const
~ ,,) vafl ~
Fig. 3. The topography of the functional space near the valley. The solid lines show surfaces of constant
action. The arrow denotes the direction of the negative mode, and the point S = 0 corresponds to the
perturbation theory. The region between the two dashed curves shows the “bottom” of the valley,
where the deviation from the negative mode is O(1/E2). All the valley trajectories lying in this region
are acceptable and correspond to different choices of the weight function.
orthogonal slice in the vicinity of the valley. Thus, we should find the minimum of
the action with the constraint
(~- ~ w(a) d~~/da)=0, (3.2)
where (f, g) denotes the usual scalar product of functions fdt f(t)g(t), and w(t,
a) is a suitable weight function. (Of course, ~ depends also on an additional
parameter T describing the total translation of the II configuration but we shall
ignore this trivial dependence at the moment). Applying the standard technique of
Lagrange multipliers we arrive at the following constrained classical equation (the
“valley equation” [10]):
_____ d~(t, a)
=X(a)w(t, a) , (3.3)
~(t) ~ da
where ~(a) is the Lagrange multiplier which takes into account the possibility of a
reparametrisation of the valley parameter. The boundary conditions are that ~
a) approaches the infinitely separated instanton and anti-instanton pair at a —s cc:
(3.4)
It is easy to see that the action increases monotonically along the valley since
dS(4
5) ~ dq’~,
(3.5)da da da
and the increase only stops at the solution of classical equation rSS/l1~= 0 where
x = 0. Therefore, the valley (3.3) actually interpolates the two classical solutions:
the infinitely separated Ii configuration and the perturbative vacuum.
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Now we are in a position to integrate in the region of functional space close to
the valley. To this end we need to replace the integration over cb with the
integration over the collective coordinate a of the “classical” valley field /~and
integrations over “quantum” deviations 4 — 4~ in directions orthogonal to the
valley. Using the standard Faddeev—Popov trick we insert
1 = -fda ~ -~, w~)[(~, w~) - (~-~, (w~)’)], (3.6)
where 4~ = d4~/da,make the shift ~ —s ~ + ~ and expand the action in powers
of the deviation from the valley:
S(~+ ~) = S(~~)+ (& 6S/~~,)+ ~, n ~) + O(~~), (3.7)
where ü = + 1 — 6~+ 6sj~is the operator of the second derivative of the
action. Now comes the central point: the linear term in this expansion vanishes due
to the ~(4’, ~5~)factor in the integrand and thanks to the valley equation. Hence,
to the semiclassical accuracy we are left with the following functional integral:
N’fda(~,w~) c_S ,) ~ ~ w~)e~’~’~~,/~)/2g2~ (3.8)
All the effects proportional to l/g2 originate from the classical action only. The
quantum corrections come from the terms of O(~~)in the expansion of the action
in (3.7) and from the collective coordinate jacobian in eq. (3.6).
The simplest form for the valley field is given by the sum of kinks,
~ a) = ~-tanh(_---~_-) — )tanh(___
2~_), (3.9)
which obeys the valley equation (3.3) with the weight function *
w(t, a) = ~sinh a ea(cosh t cosh a + iy’. (3.10)
The corresponding Lagrange multiplier equals
x= 12/~2, ~=2cosh a, (3.11)
The main point in the above consideration is the absence of the linear term, and it
does not depend on the particular choice of the weight function w(I, a). Thus, at
* Actually it is the product a(t, a)~(a)which is determined from the valley equation. We tacitly imply
that the measure w(t. a) is of the order of unity at a —*~~ Then it turns out that x 1/f
2. The
saddle point value of f in the evaluation of the vacuum energy is large: f2 l/g2 [271. so that
effectively x ‘~g2.
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first glance any weight function and hence any valley field (which starts from
infinitely separated Ii configuration) are appropriate. In fact the situation is more
delicate since a bad choice of the valley can lead to an artificial enhancement of
quantum corrections. Namely, one should take the valley configuration which
streams from the infinitely separated 1! field following the direction of the
negative quasizero mode of the operator ~ to O(l/~2)accuracy,
= ~+ O(1/~),
D ~= -A4~, A = O(1/~2). (3.12)
If this condition is not satisfied, then the quantum corrections will be enhanced by
a large factor ~2 Indeed, let us evaluate the quantum correction coming from the
collective coordinate jacobian. To this end we need to calculate the projection on
the field (w~’)’of the constrained propagator,
G( t~,12) = ~ ~(t~)~(t~)6(& w~,)e~’t”D~S)/2g~
I I \/ I
/ 1 \ (~t~ WsI3~)(~w~— i’
= g2(\1
7 — — , (3.13)
~ w~~>
where we have used the standard Schwinger notations. Using the valley equation
(3.3) we obtain
(w~’)’ = — fl ~‘ - ~ (3.14)
x x
Owing to the constraint in the definition of the propagator in (3.13) the second
term in eq. (3.14) does not contribute and we are left with
2 (~, ta~,)(w~, —
g2fdI2 G(t1, t2)(W~)(I2) = ~- ~(I~) — ______
x
g
2 (~.,wq~)
— ç~(t~)- ~(t~) , , (3.15)
x (,w~)
where in the last line we have retained the contribution of the negative quasizero
mode only. Recall that i/k’ is large, of the order of ~2 see eq. (3.10). Thus unless
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Fig. 4. The conformal transformation converts an instanton—anti-instanton pair with coinciding centers
and with parametrically different radii p~= p/f, p~= pf, f>> Ito an instanton—anti-instanton pair at
a large separation R, and with m ‘~-P2 ~n R.
the two terms in parenthesis cancel to O(1/~2)accuracy (which is equivalent to
the restriction in eq. (3.12)), the resulting quantum correction is enhanced para-
metrically by a factor ~ In principle we can work with this Green function as well,
but the correct answer, say to the vacuum energy, to the given order in g2 will only
be restored in the sum of the infinite series of “quantum” corrections. It is easy to
check that the particular valley field in (3.9) indeed satisfies the condition in (3.12).
In order to find a suitable valley trajectory in the gauge theory it is convenient
to use the conformal invariance of QCD at the tree level. This symmetry enables
one to build the whole family of II configurations with arbitrary centres starting
from a single spherically symmetric II configuration with coinciding centres by
means of appropriate conformal transformations [26], see fig. 4. It is known that
for this spherical ansatz (and for coinciding gauge orientations) QCD is equivalent
at the tree level to the ordinary double-well quantum mechanics. If we take
A~(x)= — ~[a’n~ _Xnl X~2~v(t, a), (3.16)
where t = ln(x2/p2), then the QCD action coincides up to a normalization factor
to the simple quantum mechanical expression in (3.1). Taking the quantum-mecha-
nical valley field in form (3.9) we come to the corresponding gauge field
i p2/i 1
A~=__[un~_Xc] x2[x2+p2/~] + 2~2 (3.17)
which is simply the sum of the instanton field in the regular gauge and the
anti-instanton field in the singular gauge and obeys the valley equation
~A~(x) =x(~u(x, ~)~ (3.18)
with the weightfunction (3.10) taken at t = In x2/p2. Here p2 is the common scale
of I and I. Note that in the case of QCD it is convenient to take ~ = 2 cosh a as
the valley parameter. For ~ —s cc we have almost non-interacting I and I fields and
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at ~ = 1 we arrive at a pure gauge field (with zero topological number) equivalent
to the perturbative vacuum. The action at the valley (3.17) takes the form [12,25]
48~2 6~2_ 14 17 (5/~-~)(~+~/~)2
S’=— ———+ln(~) +1
g
2 (~_l/~)2 3
16ir2 6
= g2 (i_~+O(ln(~)/~4)). (3.19)
As it should be, the classical action does not depend on the common scale of I and
I. This dependence reveals itself on the quantum level only and comes from the
argument of g2: the bare coupling constant changes to g2(p) after taking into
account the UV divergent part of the determinant det ~ ~ [1]. Note that if we had
started from a valley which does not satisfy the criterion in eq. (3.12) (e.g. from the
simple II ansatz), then the quantum correction discussed above would contribute
on equal grounds as the O(1/~2)term in the action, and would make the final
answer independent on the choice of the valley field.
Performing the conformal transformation (shift and inversion) we obtain the
general form of the II valley configuration with arbitrary separations and scales:
- lu l2~
A~=(A~) +(A~) -,
(Aa)° = £2A~flt+ ~ (3.20)
where A’ and A’ are the instanton positioned at the point x
1 = R and having the
size p, and the anti-instanton of the size p~standing at x2 = 0, respectively
A’ = ip~R(~(x-R) -(x_R)~R) (321)
g R
2(x — R)2(p~+ (x — R)2)’
ip~ o~AE—x
(3.22)
Here Q~and ~‘~2 are the matrices of the gauge rotation which reduce to unity
matrices at infinity:
R(.f —b)(x—R)R
(3.23)
R2~(x—b)2(x —R)2
* Actually in what follows we shall need the valley (3.17) with the parallel ( maximum attractive)
orientation only, Of course, in this case the action coincides with (3.19).
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(x—a)i
(3.24)
‘~/(x—a) x2
and additional singular points arising from the gauge rotations are *
a = —R P2/f (3.25)
Pt p2/5c
b=R P2 (3.26)
P2 — Pt/f
The conformal parameter ~ in these variables takes the form
~ (3.27)
2P1P2 4p~p~ PIP2 I, ~ R2 ))
and the weight function (3.10) becomes [24]
24(~-~’)
w(x, ~)= 2 - 2 (3.28)
((x-R)2+pfl /p~+(p~+x2)/p~
Note that it is positive definite everywhere.
Thus, the conformal valley is given by a sum of somewhat modified instanton
and anti-instanton fields in the singular gauge with the positions of the singulari-
ties slightly different (at small ~) from the instanton centres. It is worth noting that
the two valleys of the type (3.20) with different sets of x’s and p’s are connected by
the conformal transformation (i.e. by the inversion back to the spherical form,
translation, possibly dilatation, and again inversion).
Substituting (3.27) into eq. (3.19) we readily obtain
=~i~~ 12p~p~(p~+p~)+0 -~— . (3.29)
g2 R4 R6 R8
Note that the O(l/~2) term in the action determines Iwo terms in the expansion
of the action in the inverse powers of the II separation R. The second of them
readily gives the third term r2 of the expansion of the function F() in eq. (1.2)
in powers of e [13]. The result of the valley calculation has been confirmed by the
* One of the additional singular points could be removed by an appropriate gauge rotation (see ref.
[24]) hut we conform here to the above form which is symmetric with respect to interchanging of I
and I.
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direct computation of the relevant “quantum” corrections at the one-instanton
background as described in sect. 2.
4. Valleys in Minkowski space
In this section we suggest the valley configuration for the double functional
integral (2.4) corresponding to the euclidean valley (3.20) and satisfying the
boundary conditions specified above: no ingoing waves at I = — cc in both the (+)
and (—) integrals, and coinciding outgoing waves at 1 —* + cc~As discussed in sect.
2 the relevant configuration consists of pairs of “native” and “alien” instantons in
each sector. Since the euclidean valley (3.20) is given by the sum of I and I with
the gauge rotations (3.23), (3.24) needed to satisfy the valley equation, we apply the
same gauge rotations to the simple II ansatz described in sect. 2 to obtain the
Keldysh-type valley solution in the form
- ill — l2~
= (A~) + (At-) -‘ (4.1)
= (A~)hI2+ (An)’, (4.2)
where the A’s are the “native” and the A’s are the “alien” instantons,
ip~ R(~(x-R)-(x-R)4R
a g R2(_(x_R)2 _iE)(p~_ (x—R)2—ie)
crc*xxa (44)a — g (—x2 + i)(p~ —x2 + iE)’
R(~(xR)(xR)a)R
a g ~
(46)
a — g (—x2 + ix
0)(p~—x
2 + iEx
0)
and 11~ and Q2 are the gauge matrices given in eqs. (3.23), (3.24) but with the
structure of the singularities determined by those of the corresponding field under
rotation. Namely, the singularities in (x — a)
2 are encircled similarly as the ones in
x2, while the singularities in (x — b)2 are the same as in (x — R)2. It is easy to see
that the valley solutions in eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) indeed satisfy the proper boundary
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conditions. We now proceed to the calculation of the double functional integral in
the vicinity of our valley configuration.
Similar as in the case of the euclidean valley in eq. (3.18) the linear term D;G~,,
vanishes thanks to the 6(A—A~j, D~G~,)factor inserted as a Faddeev—Popov
constraint. Of course, the linear term built of (+) fields also disappears. Hence, to
evaluate the functional integral in (2.4) to semiclassical accuray we should insert
the classical valley fields A~ and ~ (and take into account the relevant
determinants at the valley field background). The quantum corrections now
become well defined and are of the order of g2 compared to the leading term ~.
The action at the Keldysh-type valley configuration in eqs. (4.1), (4.2) can be
evaluated by a straightforward calculation. After some algebra we get
~ fdx G~G~- ~ fdx G~G~
2 21 Pt Pt __________
= ~fdx (pt— (x_R)2_iE)2 p~—(x—R)2—i — p~X2+iEX
0
2 2
P2 P2 ______________
+
(p
2 —x2 + iEX
0) p~ x
2 + 1EX() p~ — (x —R)2 — iE
-~fdx 2 2 2
(Pt — (x —R) — IE(X _R)
0)
2
Pt P2/f
—
p~—(x —R)
2 —iE(x —R)
0 P~—X
2 +1E
2
+ (p~_x2+i~)2 p~—x2+i p~—(x—R)2—iE(x—R)
11
= —S~~~1(R
2—s —R2 + icR
0). (4.7)
Thus we reobtain the answer (3.19) for the euclidean valley with the substitution
~ —s —R~Iflk+ icR0 which corresponds to taking the imaginary part with re-
spect to (p + k)
2 after the Fourier transformation.
* As pointed Out by Mueller [281,the quantum corrections ‘~g2 can become large when multiplied by
a large factor E2. Corrections of this type are due to the interaction of the colliding W’s in the initial
state.
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To evaluate the functional integral in eq. (2.4) we need to calculate the Fourier
transforms of the valley fields Av(p). This step requires some care. The problem is
that this Fourier transform involves terms ‘~~Pa(PR)P4which produce double-pole
contributions after the rotation to Minkowski space and have no interpretation in
terms of emitted particles. Note that the problem is indeed related to the
Minkowski metric: in euclidean space ~ ~‘~2 while in Minkowski space the
components of a light-like vector p can be large. This difficulty is actually not a
surprise, since the amplitudes on mass-shell have an interpretation in terms of
physical particles in physical gauges only. Let us go over to the temporal gauge
A
0 = 0 in which a consistent hamiltonian formalism exists for the Yang—Mills
theory. The transition to this gauge is performed by the gauge matrix
U(x) = [x, x+cce]”=P ex~{_i~fdA eaA~(x+Ae)}~
U’~(x)= [ccc+x, x]V, (4.8)
where e = (1,0, 0, 0) is the unity vector in the time direction. The valley field in
eqs. (4.1)—(4.6) tacitly implies an arbitrary covariant gauge. Hence we should
identify the production of physical particles not with the fields Aa but rather with
the gauge-rotated field
A~’~(x)= [cce +x, x]”(~~a+A~)[x~x + cce]V. (4.9)
The question which particular field A~ or A~’~enters the LSZ formula (2.2)
makes no difference in euclidean space. Indeed, going over to the mass-shell
—s ~, p
2 —s 0 we pick up asymptotics of the field x2 —s cc in the coordinate space.
Since the valley field decreases as 1/x3 the gauge factor in (4.9) turns to unity.
Hence the residue of the physical amplitude on the mass-shell is gauge indepen-
dent. The situation in Minkowski space is more complicated. It is easy to see that
the relevant asymptotics p2 —s 0, (pR) = fixed, corresponds in coordinate space to
the “Bjorken limit”: both x2 —s cc, and (xR) —, cc, but with the fixed ratio (xR)/x2
(pR) of the order of unity. In this region the valley field decreases not fast
enough (as (xR)/x4 1/x2 only), and the gauge factor in eq. (4.9) is nontrivial. An
explicit calculation yields, see appendix A,
— I 2. 2.
Rx /(x—a) —1E(x—a)
0 (x—R) +tc[x x+cce]_= 2(Rx) ~ (x—b)
2+ic X21EX()
— 2 . 2
xR / (x—b) +ic x
+0(1/x2)
2(Rx) ~ (x—a)2—ic(x—a)
0 (x—R)
2+ie
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R~ I (x—a)2—ic (x—R)2+ic(x—R)0
[x x+cce]~= 11
2(Rx) ~ (x— b)
2 +iE(x —b)
0 X
2 iE
xR [~~_b)2+iE(x_b)~, ______________
2(Rx) ~ (x—a)2—ic (x—R)2+ic(x—R)
0
+O(1/x
2), (4.10)
The structure of the singularities is the same as in eqs. (4.1)—(4.6).
Inserting (4.10) into eq. (4.9) one obtains after a little algebra the expression for
the valley field in the temporal gauge in the limit x2 (xR) —s cc,
A~/’~(x)= -~- a~P~(1_P2/pt~) + iXffa~P~(1~pi/P
2~)
g 2(Rx)R
2((x — R) + ie) g 2(Rx)(x — ix
0)
-~- aP~(~P2/P’fl 2+2
g 2(Rx)R
2((x — R) + ic(x — R)
0) g 2(Rx)(x — IE)
(4.11)
We see that the additional gauge singularities have disappeared. This cancellation
of gauge singularities is actually quite general and does not depend on the
particular choice of the valley (see appendix A). The final result for the Fourier
transform of the valley field is
2it-
2p~ Pt ~ Rj5
A~~”~(_~) = 2 ‘ — a + regular terms,
g(p IE) P2~ 2(pR)
2i~~2p2 p R ~crR R
= 1 — a P —e~’~ + (4 12a ~1 g(p2+ie) Pi~ ~I~i 2(pR) ~
and the residues in front of the poles coincide to the required accuracy with the
residues of the pure instanton and the pure anti-instanton fields (in the singular
gauge) in eqs. (2.21).
Now we are in a position to write down the final answer for the BNV cross
section in the leading semiclassical approximation. Combining eqs. (4.7) and (4.12)
we obtain the contribution of the vicinity of the valley (4.1), (4.2) to the functional
integral (2.4) in the following form:
ffBNV_f—~—~—fdR d~,
1e’~~~’
2~H, (4.13)
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saddle point
Fig. 5. The integration contour in R,5 in eq. (4.13).
where
— p~+ p~— R
2 + icR
0 /(p~ + p~— R
2 + icR~)2
+ 4p~p~ 1
—R2 + icR
0
= (1+ O(p
2/R2)). (4.14)
PIP2
Here d~t
11 is the measure in the space of a double set of instanton and
anti-instanton collective coordinates proportional to the product of gauge, fermion,
Higgs, and ghost determinants at the valley background. At large II separations it
factorizes into a product of two one-instanton measures dj.r,d~1up to 0(1/~2)
corrections.
We have added here the contribution of the Higgs fields SH (not displayed in
eq. (2.4)) which deserves some discussion. At large II separations it equals the sum
of the classical actions of the Higgs components of the instanton and anti-instanton
fields plus the leading l/R
2 Coulomb-type correction which is obtained similarly
to the dipole—dipole term in the gauge interaction potential:
= ~2t’2(p~ +p~) + 2~2i’2p~p~R2+ 0(p4/R4). (4.15)
Here t’ is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field (we tacitly assume the
standard model with one Higgs doublet). When the II separation is not large, one
should solve the valley equation for the Higgs and gauge fields simultaneously ~.
The contour of integration over R
0 in eq. (4.13) is going “in the Minkowski
region” along the real axis, see fig. 5. However, the integral can be calculated by
the steepest descent method with the saddle point lying “in the euclidean region”
on the imaginary axis. At small energies this saddle point is fixed by the first
* Since the Higgs component of the valley should approach the perturbative vacuum ~ =,‘ together
with the gauge field, one can bear in mind a simple model for the Fliggs interaction SH +4irc
2(p~
+ p~— ~ /f) which has th correct beh v our in b th the limits R —~~ and R —“0, p~—“ P2
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dipole—dipole interaction term in S(~)[see the expansion in eq. (3.29)]. It is easy
to find the saddle points in the integrals over R and Pt’ P2 [8]:
4i
—R0=ir =
mw
4 3 ~ I/O
Pt P~P~ = —(~~ )
p
2/r2= (c2/24)~3. (4.16)
The saddle point in the integration over d3R is R = 0 and the saddle point in the
integration over orientations corresponds to the most attractive orientation u = 1.
(We have dropped the orientation dependence in sect. 3 having in mind that the
gaussian integral over orientations is already performed. This dependence is shown
explicitly for the dipole—dipole term (which determines the position of the saddle
point) in eq. (2.22)). After substituting the saddle point values of p and R into the
expansion of S(~)in eq. (3.29) we reobtain the first three terms of the expansion of
F(c) in powers of c. (Additional contributions from the Coulomb II interaction
induced by the Higgs exchanges (4.15) and the correction due to the mass of the
W-boson are implied, see refs. [13,15,16].)
It should be emphasized that in our Minkowski-space calculation we have
reproduced precisely the imaginary part arising from the analytical continuation of
the corresponding contribution to the forward W-boson scattering amplitude given
by the euclidean valley in (3.20). This has happened since at the semiclassical level
the relevant diagrams possess only one imaginary part, namely the one correspond-
ing to the BNV process (21 II N>(N I I 2>. Indeed, the dangerous discontinuities
of the type (2 I N>(N I 1112> or (2 III NXN 2> all come from initial-state
interactions. As demonstrated in ref. [28],these quantum corrections are of the
order of E 10/3 so that starting from this term they should be taken into account in
the function F(c) in eq. (1.2). To handle these corrections within our approach we
should find the high-energy behaviour of the propagator in the non-euclidean
external field (4.1), (4.2).
5. Concluding remarks
We have proposed a certain modification of the valley approach for the
calculation of the instanton-induced cross sections which has the advantage of
being formulated in Minkowski space. Namely, we work out a systematic technique
to do the semiclassical expansion around certain classical field trajectories in the
double functional integral. From the viewpoint of the standard technique [191for
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the expansion around pure instanton fields, what we actually propose is to make
one more shift of variables in the double functional integral, such that large 1/g
fields of the produced W-bosons are simulated by a classical field with particular
analytic properties which we call the “alien” field. By our procedure we automati-
cally pick up the proper cut of the forward scattering amplitude in fig. 1,
corresponding to processes with baryon number violation. This separation becomes
important to c10’~’3 accuracy, from which the “hard—hard” quantum corrections
come into the game [16].
The contribution to the function F(E) (1.2) of the order of c8~still can be
evaluated by the analytical continuation of the euclidean functional integral. It is
known [30] that the sum of soft—soft corrections depends to this accuracy on the
choice of constraints in the gauge propagator at the one-instanton background and
this dependence should be remedied by soft—hard corrections. Similarly, in the
valley approach the semiclassical answer depends to this accuracy on the particular
choice of the valley. This ambiguity can most easily be demonstrated by a direct
calculation, choosing a different quantum mechanical valley field instead of the
simplest kink—antikink configuration in (3.9), and retaining the conformal ansatz.
Namely, we remind of an old result [10], that the field
~,(t,a)=~m[tanh(icm(t+a))—tanh(’~m(t—a))]+0(1/~~),
m= 1_6/~2+O(1/~4), ~‘=2cosh ma (5.1)
provides an approximate solution of the valley equation with the weight function
to(t, a) = 1:
~= _L(~)~+O(1/~2). (5.2)
We evaluate the action on the QCD valley corresponding to (5.1). A simple
calculation yields
- 16ir2 6 42g2 (i_~_~+...). (5.3)
(Note that the accuracy of (5.1) is enough to get the third term.) The 0(1/~~)
contribution to the action of the modified valley in (5.3) clearly deviates from the
corresponding term in (3.19), as expected. One can easily convince oneself that the
saddle point values of collective coordinate are left intact by this modification of
the valley, and hence the corresponding contribution to F(c) is easily calculated by
the insertion of the value of ~ corresponding to (4.16). It is worth while to
remember that variations of the valley > O(1/~2) are forbidden, since it must
coincide to O(1/~2)accuracy to the negative mode, see sect. 3. Thus, quite
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generally, the action SV depends on the choice of the valley to the accuracy
~ and yields different contributions to the function F(c) (1.2) to the order of
Since all the freedom in the valley equation (3.3) is due actually to a variety of
possibilities to insert the unit factor (3.6) in the functional integral, it is clear that
the complete answer cannot depend on the choice of the valley. If the integration
near the valley is done rigorously, i.e. if all “quantum” corrections to the semiclas-
sical result are taken into account, then the answer must become unambiguous. In
the particular case of the O(c8’~3)contribution this means that the difference must
be compensated by the corresponding change of the soft-hard corrections or by the
change of the I-Iiggs component of the valley, which we do not consider in this
paper. An interesting question is whether the valley field can be chosen in such a
way that all soft-hard corrections vanish to the required 0(1 /~4) accuracy (in the
exponent). The finding of such an “improved” valley would mean that it is possible
to treat soft—hard corrections semiclassically, which is not trivial. This question is
under study and we plan to discuss it in a separate publication.
The authors are grateful to D.I. Diakonov, S.Yu, Khlebnikov, A.H. Mueller,
V.V. Khoze, V. Yu. Petrov, A. Ringwald and V.1. Zakharov for interesting
discussions. In the process of preparing the manuscript we have received a
preprint by Arnold and Mattis [32] covering similar topics, and acknowledge the
overlap with some of their results. One of us (1.B.) would like to thank the theory
groups at CERN and Heidelberg for their hospitality. His stay in Germany was
supported in part by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
Appendix A. Gauge phase factors at the background of the valley
The straight-line ordered phase factor
[x+Ae, x+ccer=P ex~{i~idteaA~(x+Ie)} (A.1)
is determined as the solution of the differential equation
d
~[x
5, x+cce]’=ige~A~(x5)[x5, x+ccef (A.2)
(where X5 = x + Ac) with the boundary condition
v[x4, x+cce] —s 1. (A.3)
The structure of singularities of the gauge factor (Al) follows that of the
background field. Thus it is sufficient to work out the formulas for one particular
case, say, for the ii valley with the Feynman prescription of encircling the
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singularities. Going over to the pair of “native” and “alien” fields one only needs
to change the prescriptions to those in eqs. (4.1)—(4.6). Therefore, in what follows
we drop all the necessary Ic terms which are easily recovered in the final
expressions.
We remind that e = (1, 0, 0, 0) is the unity vector in the time direction.
Unfortunately, we have not succeeded in obtaining an analytical solution of (A.2)
at the background of an II valley configuration with an arbitrary Ii separation R.
However, to the semiclassical accuracy it is sufficient to evaluate the gauge factors
at the saddle-point configuration in eq. (4.16) with the saddle-point value of R
collinear to the time axis. In this case the solution of eq. (A.2) is easily found to be
1 RJ~-(Rr) I R~-(Rx) 1
[x5 x + ccc] = — I + + — 1 — —~- (A.4)
2 (Rx)~~ 2 (Rx)%
1~
1’F4
where
F - (R~)+(~v)~’~~ (R,x5-R)-(R~)~ ~
A (R)-(Rr)~ (Rx4-R)+(Rx)v’~
(R, x~-a) -(R~)V~ (R, XAb) +(Rv)V~
x (A.5)(Rx4-a)+(Rx)V~ (~4-b)-(P~v)V~
and
R
2x2
Kl (Rx~
2/ 7 2R ~ Ptci
= 1 — (~)2 (A.6)
By a staightforward calculation one obtains
dF
4 1 1 1 1
= 2(R~)V~— 2 2 + 2 + 2 — 2 FA,dA XA~P2 (xA—R) —p~ (xA—a) (x5—b)
(A.7)
from which we get
I Ri~—(R~)I dF
Ic A’(x )=— —~ (A8)
a a A 2 (Rx)~/~ FA dA ‘
Using eqs. (A.7) and (A.8) it is easy to check that the gauge factor in (A.4) satisfies
eq. (A.2).
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As mentioned in the main text, in order to find the amplitude for the emission
of real W’s with virtuality p2 —s 0, one should pick up the contribution of the
region in the coordinate space corresponding to the “Bjorken limit” x2 —s cc,
(xR) —s cc, (xR)/x2 1. In this limit the function F
5 simplifies to
2 2(xA—R) (x5—a)
F = (A.9)A 22(x5—b) x5
and the expression for the gauge factor in (A.4) reduces to (4.10) where the
prescriptions to go around the singularities are shown explicitly. The expression for
the valley field in the temporal gauge is easily obtained using the representation in
(4.9). The only nontrivial point is that simplification of the expression in (A.5) to
the one in (A.9) can only be done after the differentiation with respect to Xa~since
e.g. e
2x2 <<(ex)2, but 2e2xa 2(ex)ea. The answer is given in eq. (4.11).
It is instructive to demonstrate that the observed cancellation of additional
gauge singularities is a general effect which does not depend on the particular
expression for the valley field in eqs. (3.20)—(3.24). To this end we consider the
generalized expression for the valley in (3.16) with an arbitrary profile function 4
(going to unity in both limits x2 —s 0 and x2 —s cc to ensure zero topological charge
of the valley field):
A~(x)= __[ua~_Xa]X2cIi ln —f— . (A.l0)
Making the shift x —s x — x
0 and the inversion with respect to the point aa:
(x — a)a —s r
2/(x — a)2(x — a)a we obtain the generalized valley field in the form
i (x-a)~(x-b)(b-ii) (xb)a
7 2 —~ 7
a g (x—a)(x—b) (x—b)
22(x—a)a (x—b) c
+ 2 4. ln — -~ , (A.11)
(x—a) (x—a)p
where Ca = (x
0 — a)a, ha = aa + r
2ca/c2, c2 = r4/(b — a)2. For completeness we
give the necessary formulas relating the parameters x
0, a, r
2 of the conformal
transformation to the final parameters x
1 = R, x2 = 0, Pt’ p2 of the II configura-
tion,
r
2
0=a+c
—c2 + p2~
r 2
R=a+C
—c2 + p2/i
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r
Pt
r
2p ~
P2 2 2 (A.12)
—C
Note that we use the minkowskian notations here in contrast to sect. 3.
It can be demonstrated that the expression for the gauge factor in (A.4) holds
true with the substitution of (A.5) by
1 1 (x,_b)2c2
F
5=exp 2(Rx)Y~f dl 2 2 ~ lii — 2 2
(x,—a) (x,—b) (x1—a) p
(A.13)
which simplifies in the required limit x
2 —s cc, (xR) —s cc, (xR)/x2 1 to
FA = exp { fln( —
5—h)
2c 2/(~A _a)202)d ~(T)). (A.14)
ln( —c2/p2)
Proceeding in the same way as above one obtains the expression for the valley field
in the temporal gauge in the form
R~uRxR (x b—a)
= 8(Rx)3 {F~
1_1+2 (x —b)
2
R2x~Rf 1 (x,b—a) 1
+ a ——1—2 4— (A.15)
8(Rx)3 F
1) (x—a)
2 F
11
where the argument of the function ~ is the same as in (A.I1), and F0 = F5~1.It is
seen now that for x —s a and x —, h the upper limit of the integration in (A.14)
tends to +cc, —cc, respectively. Since 4(s-) —s 1 in both limits, we obtain
x —‘ aF
(x_a)2
x—’b 2
F—~ (x—b) . (A.16)
From (A.16) it easily follows that both expressions in the braces in (A.15) are
nonsingular for x —s a and x —s b. It can also be shown that the Fourier transform
of (A.I4) is free of the unphysical poles I/p
4.
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